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Programming of Parallel Computers, 2009-06-03Time: 1400 � 1900Help: NoneEah of the six problems below an give up to �ve points. For maximum points, you must givedetailed answers and motivate your assumptions.1. a) Desribe the di�erent sheduling lasses of the for-diretive in OpenMP (stati, dynami,guided, auto, runtime).b) Explain how one an do expliit user ontrolled partitioning of a loop in OpenMP.) What is the purpose of the nowait lause in OpenMP and what is the e�et of this lause(why should you be areful when using this)? In what situations is it useful?2. In OpenMP 3.0 a new diretive has been introdued, the task-diretive. Explain how thisdiretive works and show how it an be used, preferably by onstruting an example ode.3. The enumeration-sort algorithm an be written as:for ( j=0; j<len; j++ )frank=0;for ( i=0; i<len; i++)if (indata[i℄<indata[j℄) rank++;outdata[rank℄=indata[j℄;gThe algorithm an be parallelized either on the j-loop or on the i-loop or on both loops. Makea nested two-level parallelization of both loops in OpenMP of the enumeration-sort algorithm.Assume that you have totally 8 threads available.4. When ommuniating data with MPI, a signi�ant part of the overhead is due to ommu-niation start-up delays. What an we do to avoid/minimize these delays? Under what ir-umstanes will the performane impat of start-up delays be partiularly notiable?5. Assume that we have 11 independent tasks (an be done in any order) with relative run-timesf2; 10; 2; 3; 1; 5; 8; 2; 10; 12; 15g and three proessors. Desribe an algorithm to load balane thetasks to the proessors and apply your algorithm to the problem.



6. In assignment 2 you were required to parallelize the Gram-Shmidt algorithm in two wayswith OpenMP. Now, sketh a distributed memory parallelization of the algorithm using MPI.The syntax does not have to be exat and the program not omplete but the relevant odesegments, details and arguments must be inluded. Assume that m is divisible with P (thenumber of proessors) and that all vetors v are initiated on proessor P0. In the end allvetors q should be olleted to proessor P0.program Modi�ed-Gram-Shmidtdelarereal v(1 : n; 1 : m), q(1 : n; 1 : m)beginq(:; 1) = v(:; 1)=kv(:; 1)k2;for i = 2 to m dofor j = i to m do� = q(:; i� 1)T v(:; j)v(:; j) = v(:; j) � �q(:; i� 1);q(:; i) = v(:; i)=kv(:; i)k2;end Good Luk!


